
SOAR 2020: Economics Major Information for Incoming Transfers 

 

What is Economics at UW? How may it differ from your previous institution?  

Calculus and theory are intertwined into all core-Econ courses. Class sizes for required Econ 

courses are large- ranging from 200-400 students.  

Two options are available for the major: Economics and Economics with a Mathematical 

Emphasis. 

● The Economics option is a well-rounded program of study that, while requiring analytical 

skills and math proficiency, focuses more on examination of policy and economics 

concepts than on quantitative analysis or modeling. 

● The Economics with Mathematical Emphasis option supplements the economics major 

with additional requirements in mathematical and statistical coursework. This option is 

recommended for students considering graduate studies in economics or pursuing a 

career as a professional economist or in an analytics-based field. 

 

How do I make the most of my first semester at UW?  

● Meet with an advisor right away in Economics! Together we can discuss campus 

resources, study skills, class workloads, and transiting to UW.  

● Reach out proactively to your Professors and TA’s. Even if you don’t have a specific 

question, creating a relationship with these folks can help set you up for success. 

● Connect with other campus resources such as the Transfer Transition Program - 

transfer.wisc.edu.  

 

Am I prepared to do Econ in my first semester? 

● You very well may be! If you are feeling confident in calculus and exercise good study-

skills, econ may be a great place for you to begin. 

 

What resources are available for me in Economics?  

● Your advisors, your professors, and your TAs! We are your first go-to people whom you 

should make a habit of meeting with regularly, right off the bat. 

● Additional resources include tutoring resources specific to Econ: 

https://econ.wisc.edu/undergraduate/tutors/ 

● Equally valuable are Economics student organization involvement and being paired with 

a peer mentor (and older student in Economics) through Lead@Econ! 

 

Things to know for Econ 101, 102, and 111 

● Most transfer students looking to major in Economics will have Econ 101 and/or 102 

done. Occasionally a student will transfer in an X16 that is maybe micro/macro, but 

those need to be examined on a case by case basis. If a student receives an XXX 

transfer credit and thinks a class should count as a direct equivalent they should email 

econadvise@ssc.wisc.edu and we can assess the case individually.  

● If a student has no experience in Econ but their QRA is satisfied, they should start in 

101! 

 

https://econ.wisc.edu/undergraduate/tutors/
https://economics.ucsd.edu/undergraduate-program/student-organizations/index.html
mailto:econadvise@ssc.wisc.edu


Things to know for Econ 301, 302, 310, etc… 

● This is probably where most students are starting! 

● A student who has successfully completed Econ 101, 102, and Calculus 1 (AP’s 

allowed!) would meet the pre-reqs for Econ 301, 302, or 310. 

 

● Econ 301- Intermediate Microtheory. This is a very important course in determining 

success in future Econ classes. It is not, however, for the faint of heart! A student must 

be feeling confident in Econ principles skills, calculus, and study skills too. The class 

moves quickly- teaching a lot at once. A transfer enrolling in this course is perfectly fine, 

but they must prioritize this course (hopefully amongst others). Most future AE classes 

will require Econ 301 at a minimum to enroll. 

● Econ 302- Intermediate Macrotheory. This is an important course to the economics 

curriculum as a whole, but most future econ classes do not solely require Econ 302 as a 

pre-req. This course is of equal intensity as 301, but less focused on calculus, and so 

some less math-confident students see this class as a better starting point. Conversely, 

more math-included students see this class as painfully abstract and without “set 

answers”. It is a better “ease-in” to the Econ major if a student likes Econ, but not so 

much the calculus. 

● Econ 310- Calc Based Statistics through the Economics perspective. Essentially, this 

class answers the question of, “Why does stats matter in Econ….and how is statistical 

reasoning implemented in Economics-based problems?” Some students say this class 

feels more like a math class than Econ and so pairing it with Econ 301 or 302 causes for 

a tough semester, but a balanced one that is “tethered” to economic theory. A student 

who doesn’t know much about Econ and doesn't love math should not start with Econ 

310. A transfer student can start in Econ 310, but should make note that most Econ 

courses are not like Econ 310. 

 

What next? 

● How do I declare? 

○ To declare a student must complete any 2 Econ courses from UW-Madison, 

completed, calculus (transferring this in is okay!), and have a cumulative GPA in 

these classes of at least a 2.0 

○ To declare, students fill out an online declaration form and meet with an advisor 

or attend a Declaration Session (depending on time of year and schedules). 

More info on this, and access to the form can be found on our website: 

https://econ.wisc.edu/undergraduate/majoring-in-economics/ 

 

Who are my advisors? 

● Alicia Johanning (alicia.johanning@wisc.edu), Nick Bourke (nbourke@wisc.edu), and 

Erin Pankow (erin.pankow@wisc.edu), OR, email all of us at econadvise@ssc.wisc.edu. 
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